
ASYMPTOTIC INVERSE SERIES1

VERNON A. KRAMER

1. Introduction. For an operator Hit) = H0+tHi+t2H2+ • • ■ we

obtain the formal inverse expansion Hit)~1 = Ao+tAi-±-t2A2+ ■ • ■

where
„, -i       -i       -i -i

An =        ¿j       i—l)THoHPlHo HP2Ho ■ • • HPrHo .
Pl-I-hPr-»

Under sufficiently stringent conditions on the operators Hi this ex-

pansion will be valid; in particular, all elements <j> will be in the do-

main of all Ai and E<^«^ Wl^ converge to Hit)~l(j>. In more general

situations an element 0 may be in the domain of only the first few

Ai. In this paper we obtain conditions (on Hi and <p) for the finite

series EtU tiA,<p to be a valid asymptotic expansion of iî(/)_1ci>; that

is, for lim(<o ||rw{.H'(<)-10- E*o^.<*>}|| to be zero [Theorems 3.1

and 3.2]. Corresponding results are obtained for the inner product

iHityty, $) [Theorems 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3].

The results of this study were obtained in the course of the solution

of a problem of perturbation theory but they are of wider interest.

Their application to perturbation theory will be given in a separate

paper. The motivation of some of the hypotheses may be more evi-

dent from the point of view of that theory.

2. The Friedrichs extension. We are concerned with operators in a

Hubert space 3C with inner product i<f>, \¡/).

Definition 2.1. A symmetric operator H is semi-bounded from

below if there exists a constant c such that iH<j>, <j>) =c(c£, <p) for all <j>

in SD(ii), the domain of H.

For such operators, Friedrichs [l] has defined a self-adjoint ex-

tension with the same semi-bound. With no loss of generality we may

assume the lower semibound to be one. Then £>(i/) with the bilinear

form i<f>, yp)H = iH<p, ij/) has a completion which can be identified with

a subspace SD' of 3C. The Friedrichs extension of H (denoted by H) is

defined as the restriction of the adjoint of H to SD'. In this section we
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give a few of the properties of this extension. For proofs, see Rellich

[2].

Lemma 2.1. The sub space 2D' is the domain of the square root of H.

Definition 2.2. If A and B are symmetric operators, A is greater

than or equal to B (in symbols, A^B) if S>(A)Q£)(B) and (A<p, <¡>)

^(B<p,<f>) for allein £>(A).

Lemma 2.2. IfA^B.then ©(i1'2)^^1'2) and ||iïl'ty|| èp1/2<i>||

for all <p in 2D(I1/2).

Lemma 2.3. If A has a positive lower semi-bound c, then A~1 exists

and has norm not greater than 1/c.

Lemma 2.4. If A^B^cI with c>0, then B1I2Ä'^2 is bounded.

Caution. The hypotheses do not imply BÄ~l bounded. There is no

simple relation between £>(Ä) and 30(5).

Lemma 2.5. .4« element <p is in 5)(H112) if and only if there exists a

sequence {<pa| of elements of 2D (if) such that

(1) lim <ba = 4>,
a

(2) lim (H(<pa - 4fi), <ba - 4fi) =0.
a,ß

This sequence has the further properties

(3) lim (H<t>a, <ba) = (ff1/2<¿>, H1/2</>),
a

(4) lim Ew4>a = H1/20,
a

(5) lim (H<pa, a) = (#1/2<i>, S1'2«) for all « in ©(F1'2).

The sequence {<£"} will be called an approximating sequence for <p

with respect to H.

Now we impose once and for all certain basic assumptions on the

operators Hi of the series and redefine our problem. We assume

i/o = /, ií¿ = 0 for i>0, and £>(H(to)) dense for some positive to. We

restrict t to the interval O^t^h. Then H(t)^I for all t, and its

Friedrichs extension H(t) has an inverse with norm not greater than

1. We investigate H(t)~l instead of H(t)~l. We further assume that

Ho is the Friedrichs extension of its own contraction to 3D(i7(/o)).

Then Ho is the Friedrichs extension of its contraction to £)(H(t)) for

all /. This last condition induces a type of continuity at t = 0. If it

were not satisfied with the given Ho, we would replace H0 by the

Friedrichs extension of its contraction to S)(H(t)). With these as-

sumptions it is easy to prove the lemmas below.

Lemma 2.6. If huh, then H(h) ^H(h).
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Lemma 2.7. For all 4> in TtiBit)1'2), \\<t>\\ ^||^(0UV||-

Lemma 2.8. The operator H01/2Hi¿)~112 is bounded, uniformly in t.

Let Rkit) denote the operator Hk+tHk+i+t2Hk+i-\- • • • .

Lemma 2.9. For all <t> in 3D(i?i(í) ), í1/,||Ai(í)1/^|| ^II^W^II-

This important inequality follows immediately from the obvious

relation/i?i(/)áií(0 •

3. The expansion of the inverse. In this section we give two inverse

theorems. The first is of "pure asymptotic" type; that is, no error

estimate is given. In the second theorem we make an additional as-

sumption and obtain three results. The first can be interpreted as

giving an error estimate for the previous theorem, the second is

actually a lemma for use in the next section, and the third is again

purely asymptotic. First we must prove a lemma.

Lemma 3.1. // <i> and ^(Z) belong to 3)(fiT(/o)1/2) and <p belongs to

»Cffo), then iHUty, S1'**) = (fl#, t)+tiR{'2d>, R\'2t).

Proof. Note that \¡/ may depend on / but <¡> must be fixed. By

Lemma 2.5 there exists a sequence {<pa} of elements of £>Cff(Z0)) such

that lima<Ea,=0 and lima,s (iZ"(/0) {4>"-<t>ß}, cpa-<pß)=0. Expanding

the second equation we obtain

lim [iHo{<pa - <*>"}, 4>a - 4P) + toiRiih){<pa - </>»}, <b" - 4P)] = 0.

Since both terms inside the bracket are positive

lim iRiito){<t>" - 4¿\, 4>a - 4P) = 0.
ct,ß

Thus 4> is in £>(i?i(/o)1/s) and hence in S(Si(i)"!) for all t. Further-

more, \<pa\ is an approximating sequence for 4> with respect to i?i(Z)

for all Z. A second application of Lemma 2.5 yields

iBl'24>, H1'2^) = lim (#(/)<*>«, rp)
a

= lim [iHo4>a, ÏÏ + KRii-", i)]
a

= iHo4>A) + tiR\l2<b,R\nt).

Since the next theorem is the central result of the paper and its

proof is rather complicated, some degree of motivation is in order.

We must estimate the quantity ||.ff(Z)_10 — EíU í*-4»^||- If we were

willing to impose sufficient domain conditions we could simply sub-

stitute this quantity for x in the inequality (x, x) = (£T(/)x, x). All

terms of order less than N in fif(/)x would vanish, leaving a remainder
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tN+lR. Then we would have ||x||2^iAr+1||i?|| - ||ä:|| and from this the

desired result. However, we do not wish to impose such heavy con-

ditions; in particular, no domain conditions are to be imposed on the

last term of the series, An<P- So we approximate An<P by terms which

do satisfy the domain conditions, but this approximation introduces

two difficulties. First, the low order terms no longer strictly cancel.

However, we can show that they "essentially" cancel in that their

contribution can be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in /. The second

problem is to prove that the remainder term originally due to AN<P

does not become too large when we pass to the approximation. The

key to this proof is given by Lemma 2.9.

Theorem 3.1. If (p satisfies the conditions (for fixed N),

(A) <pE®(Ai)foriúN;
(B) Al<j>E^>(H(t)) fori<N, then

lim r*
<-K)

#(0-1* - Z) ̂ <*
i-0

= o.

Proof. For iV = 0, the theorem reduces to the strong convergence

of H~l, a known result. Our proof assumes iV>0, but a proof for

N = Q could be obtained by making slight modifications.

Since An<pE^>(Ho) and Ha is assumed to be the Friedrichs exten-

sion of its own contraction to S>(H(t)), there exists a sequence {<pa}

of elements of S)(H(t)) such that lim«, <p"=AN<l> and lim« Ho1'2^"

= Holl2Ax4>- Using the first property we obtain

trN B(t)-l<p - ¿ t'Att, = lim I È(t)-1 - Y, tiAi<t> - iN<P"

uniformly in t. Let

B"(t) = f"} Ëit)-1* - Z t'Aiib - tN<b"\.

For fixed a,

\\B'(t)\\ g \\Ë(ty>*B«(t)\\.

By direct expansion we have

\H(ty'2B°(t)\\2 - 1-4H(t) ÎÈ(t)-*4> - ¿ VaÀ , B"(t)\

- (H(ty'2<ba, Ë(tyi2B"(t)).

(3.1)

Applying hypotheses (B) to the first term on the right of (3.1) and

Lemma 3.1 to the second we obtain
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||HW1/2-B"(0||2

(N-l i 2V \

* - I> £ BiAi-4 - t» £ HiAn-i, B°(t) )
i-0 3-0 3=1 /

N-l

- t £ (RN+1-iA,il>, B"(t)) - (Ho<t>a, B"(t))

(3.2)

- t(Ri(ty2r, Ri(tyi2B»(t)).

The first term on the right reduces to — (£}Li H¡Afi-j<¡>, B"(t)).

Combining the first and third terms on the right of (3.2) we obtain

\\H(t)mBa(t)\\2 = - (*;'*{♦■ - £ h^^_^ , F¡7Vw)

JV-l

- t £ (^Y+l-<(04<*, *"(0)
i=0

- t(Ri(tyi2<b", Ri(tyi2B*(t)).

By Lemmas 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9, \\Hl/2Ba(t)\\, t^llR^ty^B^W, and
||5a(i)|| are all less than or equal to ||/J(i)1/25a(î)||. Consequently

pw'Vttll = \\hI"L' - £ H^A^M
l| V 3=1 )   II

+1\ T.Rx+1-MaA + ti'2\\Ri(tyi2r\\.

From the second property of the sequence  {<j>a}  it follows that

lim hTU" - £ H71HiAir-.j<¿\ = So"1/2i -   £ ffj^ir-/*) = 0.

For fixed a, the last two terms of (3.3) tend to zero with t,

so ||5(/)1/23',,(/)|| can be made arbitrarily small by proper choice of

a and t.

For any positive 5, there exists an M such that for a = M and t ¿j to,

H(t)-^ - ¿ t*A& g || H(tyi2Ba(t)\\ + 5.

Therefore, rw||#(O-10- Silo ¿'¿«AU becomes arbitrarily small. This

completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 3.2. If<p satisfies the conditions (for fixed N),

(A) 4>GS>(Af)forig.N;
(B) Al<t>E£>(H(t))fori<N;
(C) AN<t>E£>(S(tyi2),then
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H(t)-l4> - E zvUtf. E Rs+i-iit)Ai4>
«=0

= ¿JV+1

+ t»+ii2\\Ri(tyi2AN4>

Riit)1"\Sit)-14>-T,ttAÀ\\

is bounded, and

lim r^+1/2>
t->o

= 0.S(o~v - E í'^i*
1=0

Proof. Let C(t) = H(t)-1<p- Ef=o i^itf»- By direct calculation

(3.4)    ||fl(i)i/<C(<)||s = (ff(Z) jô(i)-1* - Ë ^4 . C«)

- t»(H(ty'2AN4>, H(ty2c(t)).

Applying Lemma 3.1 to the last term of (3.4) and cancelling lower

order terms we obtain

(3.5)
\\B(ty'2c(t)\\2 = - pfoj+H^c(i))

- p+kWAn*. Ht)llicit)).

From (3.5) and the fact that l| C(Z)|| and tll2\\ Riity'2Cit)\\ are both less

than or equal to ||S(Z)l/2C(/)||, we conclude

(3.6)
IIhOO^ccz)!! = z^1 E RN+i-iit)Ai4>

+ i*+i/*||A1(01/M^||.

The first and second conclusions of the theorem are immediate con-

sequences of (3.6).

The third conclusion requires a more careful estimate of the last

term of (3.5). Since AN4> is in 2D(.ff(01/2) which contains ©(^i(Z)1'2),

there exists an approximating sequence {4>a} for An<P with respect

to R^ty'2. Let C»it) = Hit)-1<t>-2Z?-ol t'Ad-Ptlr and D(Z)
= ||#(Z)1'2C(Z)||. Then for any 5>0, there exists an M such that for

a > M and for all Z

| iR^tyiUvt, Riityi^it)) - iRiit)4>a, c«(0) I = st*.

Now from (3.5) we conclude
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D(t){D(t) - P+Vfa í)} ^ «2"+1

where F(a, t) is bounded with respect to I for fixed a. We may assume

the expression inside the braces is positive for sufficiently small t;

otherwise, the desired result would follow immediately. Now one of

the factors on the left must be less than hll2tN+l12. Either factor gives

us the result that D(t) tends to zero with tN+1'2. Since ||H(i)_1<p

— Eí-o t'Ajfp\\ =I>(0, the last conclusion follows.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

4. The expansion of the inner product (H(t)-l<p, \p). The basic idea

of this section is to have <p and ip share the domain requirements for

an expansion to be valid. We adopt the notation o(tn) and 0(tN) to

represent numbers or vectors whose product with t~N tends to zero

or remains bounded respectively as I tends to zero.

Theorem 4.1. If <f> and \j/ satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1 for

order N and M respectively, then

M-l

(H(t)-^,^) = 5>(*,¿<*)
i=0

M+N i      M-l

- E f £   £ (¿3-**, Hk-PAP4) + o(t"+»).
i=M     k—M   p=0

Proof. The theorem is trivial for M = 0, so we suppose M>0.

Since Ë(t)~l<l> must belong to S>(B(t)), there exists a sequence

{£a(t)} of elements of £)(H(t)) for each t such that

(1) lim« £°(t) = H(t)-i<p,

(2) lim« (H(t)£<*(t), oi) = (tp, w) for all w in £>(#(f)1/2).

For i<M, A,* is in S>(H(t)) so that

/ M-l \ /       M-l \

(4.1) lim (ff(fl{«(<), E t'A,*) = U. E t'A,*).
a      \ ,=0 / \ t'=0 /

On the other hand, we obtain by direct calculation

(M-l \ M-l

m)Ht), E t'A A = ({«(<), *) + £<*£ (Z"(i),Hk-PAPi).
i-o / itâitr     p=o

Taking the limit of (4.2) with respect to a and comparing with (4.1),

we have
(M-l \ M-l

<t>, E t'Ait) - £ ¿* E mr^Hk-A^).
i-0 / *=JW p=0

Expanding £T(î)~W> to order iV on the right and collecting terms we

obtain the desired expansion.
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For simplicity, we state our next theorem for operators of the form

Ho+m. In this case At-{-iyHf*{HJiïr1)*.

Theorem 4.2. If Hit) =H0+tHi and An4> and AM^ are defined and

belong to DiHit)1'2), then

iËityW) = ÍX-M.VO - 2ZtM+i+\iHiHolfl4>, Art)
i=0 i=o

U+N+l,     1/2 , „1/2.      .. , M+N+ls
+ t iHi AN4>, ffi Art) + oit ).

Proof. This theorem is nontrivial for N or M zero and we do not

assume them different from zero. Since B(t)-1<pET>(8(tyi2)çZD(H\/2),

there exists a sequence {£a(Z)} of elements of £>(H(t)) such that

(1) lim {«(/) = H(Z)-V,
a

(2) lim (H(t)^(t), x) - (*, X) for all x in D(B(ty>2),
a

and

(3) lim (H¿(t), u) = iË\,*Ëit)~14>, BTu) for all a in D(ßT).
a

From property (2) it follows that

(4.3) um (nit)?®, E mA = (*, E <<¿A

By direct calculation we obtain

(4.4) (niOfit), E tAt¡\ = (f(t), 4>) - tM+\B\'Y(t), e'i'AmV).

From (4.3) and (4.4) we have

M

(4.5) (3(1)^4; *) - E À*. ¿«0 - tM+\ñTñ(t)V\ ËT'Art).
1=0

By the second conclusion of Theorem 3.2, B(t)~14>= E<U ¿^»0
-i-í^píí) where p(Z) tends to zero with Z and £¡T}/2p(Z) is bounded.

Therefore,

(4.6) (ËTË(t)-l4>, B[l2Art) = E «'(aî'^,-*, AÎ'^W)
¿=o

+ tN(Bi2p(t), ni'2Art)-

Since B\l2p(t) is bounded, there exists an approximating sequence
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such that (H\/2p(t), H\/2Am*) = Iimfl (p(t), Hio*) uniformly in t. For

each fixed ß lim^o (p(t), Hicoß)=0. Interchanging limits we have

(4.7) lim (ñTp(t), BTa rf) = 0.
<->o

The theorem follows from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7).

Theorem 4.2 can be generalized to operators with more than two

terms, but the result is rather awkward and difficult to state. In the

special case of N = M = 0 we do obtain a concise and useful theorem.

Theorem 4.3. If H(t)=Ho+tH!+t2H2+ ■ ■ ■ and H^* and Hö1*
belong to<D(H(tyi2), then

(#(0~V, *) = (#o~V *) - t(nTn7<p, tfi/2#o~V) + o(i).

Proof. The proof involves no new ideas and will be omitted.

We give a simple example for which neither hypotheses nor con-

clusion of Theorem 4.3 hold. Consider in L2(— », + ») the operator

H(t) = Ho + t2H2

where

Hof(x) = - *(*) f   /(Ö0(Ödt - 2f(x),
J -«

H2f(x) = x2f(x)

and

<b(x) = \v(l - x2)\-l''\

Then H(t) is self-adjoint and Ho and H2 satisfy our fundamental

assumptions. Obviously, H~1*=* and <f> does not belong to £)(B(t)112)

since it is not in D(iJ2/2). Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 4.3 are

not satisfied. Since Hi=0, the conclusion of the theorem would be

(H(t)~lcp, <j>) = (Hq1<p, <p)-\-o(t), but by direct calculation we obtain

(H(t)-i<p, <p) = (Hö1*, <p) + 2U2t+o(t).
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